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FourTrack iPhone App Updated to Version 1.2 with Import into RiffWorks
Published on 12/17/08
Sonoma Wire Works' FourTrack multitrack audio recorder for the iPhone has been updated to
v1.2. Syncing FourTrack songs from iPhone to computer is now easier with direct import
into RiffWorks. FourTrack users can now import tracks, complete with pan and gain
settings, directly into RiffWorks recording software for Mac and Windows. Songs can be
instantly posted from RiffWorks to the RiffWorld community for comments, online
collaboration, and contests.
Los Altos, CA - Sonoma Wire Works' FourTrack multitrack audio recorder for the iPhone has
been updated to v1.2. FourTrack users can now import tracks, complete with pan and gain
settings, directly into RiffWorks recording software for Mac and Windows. Songs can be
instantly posted from RiffWorks to the RiffWorld community for comments, online
collaboration, and contests. More tracks, effects, and drums can be added to songs using
RiffWorks. All tracks can be exported as .wav files for use in any DAW.
FourTrack v1.2 iPhone App Improvements Include:
* FourTrack WiFi Sync to RiffWorks - RiffWorks Standard and RiffWorks T4 v2.5
automatically detect and import tracks directly from the FourTrack iPhone app, including
pan and gain settings, using Bonjour on Mac and Windows.
* Improved Master Output Compressor/Limiter - All new program-dependent master output
compressor/limiter increases overall output level and eliminates pumping and breathing at
high output levels.
* Disabled sleep during playback - Improves usability.
* Reduced battery usage - Saves battery when phone goes to sleep with FourTrack running.
About FourTrack
The FourTrack multitrack audio recorder for the iPhone is a songwriting and practice tool
for singers, guitar players, piano players and other musicians who want to capture musical
ideas and record songs on their iPhone. Plug in a microphone, arm a track, record, and
repeat. FourTrack works with the iPhone built-in microphone or a headset mic. WiFi sync
allows FourTrack recordings to be downloaded to any desktop computer running RiffWorks or
with any browser. Tracks can then be loaded into any recording software (DAW) to continue
working on songs. FourTrack is developed by Sonoma Wire Works, makers of RiffWorks guitar
recording software, and by Retronyms, makers of Recorder, the top selling voice recorder
for the iPhone. Introductory price: $9.99 (USD).
About RiffWorks
RiffWorks easy-to-use guitar recording software includes automatic track creation, loop
recording, guitar-oriented effects, InstantDrummer, professionally recorded drum tracks,
online music collaboration, and song posting to RiffWorld. FourTrack imports into
RiffWorks T4 (free edition) and RiffWorks Standard ($129).
About The Retronyms
The Retronyms, headquartered in San Francisco's sunny Mission district, is a band of
programmers and artists developing entertaining self-expression tools for PC, Mac and the
iPhone. The Retronyms focus on creating fun-to-use products with a streamlined workflow,
and providing excellent customer service. Current products include Snap, a web cam
photo-booth, and Recorder, the top-selling voice recorder for the iPhone.
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FourTrack:
http://www.sonomawireworks.com/iphone/fourtrack
RiffWorks T4 (Free Edition):
http://www.sonomawireworks.com/T4
RiffWorks Standard ($129):
http://www.sonomawireworks.com/riffworks.php
Sonoma Wire Works:
http://www.sonomawireworks.com
The Retronyms:
http://www.retronyms.com

Incorporated in 2003 and headquartered in Los Altos, California, Sonoma Wire Works
develops products and services that help musicians enjoy playing, recording and sharing
music. RiffWorks guitar recording software and the RiffWorld online collaboration
community have received awards for performance and innovation, including a NAMM 08 Best in
Show Trendsetter Award. The FourTrack iPhone application is their latest product. (C)2008
Sonoma Wire Works. All rights reserved. RiffWorks(TM), RiffWorld(TM), RiffLink(TM),
RiffCaster(TM), InstantDrummer(TM), the RW logo, and the FourTrack Logo are trademarks
property of Sonoma Wire Works. All other trademarks are property of their respective
owners.
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